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MEETING OF THE ENERGY CONSERVATION COMMITTEE 

 
Minutes 

April 18, 2022 
 
Call to Order: 
 
Chair David Rice, P.E., R.C. Engineering, Inc., called a published meeting of the Broward County Board of Rules 
and Appeals Energy Conservation Committee to order at 1:31 PM. 
 
The roll was called, and the following members were present: 
 
Present: 
 
Mike Charnin 
Tim Fallon 
Wyatt T. Haygood 
Eric Jenison 

Art Kamm, P.E. 
Carlton Kirby 
Brian Lomel, P.E. 
David Rice, P.E. 

John Travers 
Bob Volin 
Abbas Zackria, CSI 

 
Staff: Timothy de Carion, Chief Energy Code Compliance Officer 
 
Mr. Kamm, Mr. Lomel and Mr. Zackria arrived shortly after the roll was called. 
 
Chair Rice introduced the newest member of the Energy Conservation Committee, Mr. Carlton Kirby, Broward 
County Environmental Protection and Growth Management Division, Resilient Environment Department. Mr. 
Kirby shared what his department does with the committee. 
 
Chair Rice reminded the group that the Energy Conservation Committee cannot make changes to the code. The 
guidelines are intended to assist in how to interpret the code to aid in uniform code compliance throughout 
Broward County.  
 
A MOTION WAS MADE BY MR. VOLIN AND SECONDED BY MR. TRAVERS TO APPROVE THE 
DECEMBER 14, 2021, ENERGY CONSERVATION COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES. THE 
MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS VOTE. 
 
Chair Rice explained that if anyone ever has any questions, they should be sent to the Broward County Board of 
Rules and Appeals staff contact, Mr. Timothy de Carion, Chief Energy Code Compliance Officer, Broward 
County Board of Rules and Appeals.  
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Item 1: Energy Code Mod. Update 
 
Mr. de Carion shared four items that he sent to the Department of Business and Professional Regulation with the 
committee. Modifications were sent to clarify what the existing code stated, not to change the code.  
 
NO MOTION. 
 
 
Item 1a: #9845-C402.5 Air Leakage 
 
Mr. de Carion noted that this section was previously in the code as Section 405.5.9. To avoid the International 
Code Council (ICC) removing the section, Mr. de Carion recommended that it be moved to the mandatory section 
of the code. The section pertains to scenarios when a building cavity is above a drop ceiling. When a drop ceiling 
is in a commercial building, the area above the drop ceiling is vented to the outdoors. Without a complete seal, 
problems arise in such a humid environment.  
 
Mr. Wyatt T. Haygood, City of Parkland, asked Mr. de Carion why he decided to renumber the modification. Mr. 
de Carion responded that he renumbered the section because under the first review process, the section was 
removed from the code and reassigned the number to a new code section. Mr. Haygood agreed that this code 
section included important information that should remain in the code. 
 
NO MOTION. 
 
 
Item 1b: #9972-C405.1 Lighting 
 
Mr. de Carion explained that the next modification was based around the requirement that lighting installed in 
walk-in coolers and freezers had to comply with the lighting requirements of C403.2.14. In the current energy 
code, there are no lighting requirements. Before the modification, readers were sent to a section of the code for 
nonexistent information.  
 
The section was not approved on the State level, so Mr. de Carion recommended that the lighting section that was 
being referred to be added back into the code. This section provides the option to install high efficiency lighting 
or a motion detector in a walk-in cooler.  
 
Mr. Bernardo Cardenal, Rocamar Engineering, asked how many watts per square feet will be installed in coolers 
and freezers. Mr. de Carion stated that that information is included in a different section of the code. 
 
Mr. John Travers, City of Fort Lauderdale, mentioned that when illumination is discussed, everyone should 
reteach themselves to speak about the lumens since the energy codes oversee efficacy specifically. Also, to not 
consider the brightness of the bulb as compared to the watts that it uses. Mr. de Carion agreed. 
 
NO MOTION. 
 
 
Item 1c: #10151-R402.4.1.2 – #7: Testing Procedures 
 
Mr. de Carion was shared that this section was brought to his attention by Mr. Mikel Abbott, Mikel Abbott Energy 
Calcs. There is a problem with sweating on duct work in attics, leading to mold issues. The problems tend to 
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occur in spray foam houses. Mr. de Carion shared that Mr. Abbott believes that a lot of the issues stem from 
failing to seal the attic cavity in a spray foam house. He added that after a blower test of a spray foam house, leaks 
were found in the spray foam in the attic cavity. The leaks lead to humidity infiltrating the space. Mr. de Carion 
looked into the code, and it states that the spray forum houses must be tested with the volume included.  
 
The modification added the verbiage to mirror the language in the standard and place it in the code. 
 
Mr. Bob Volin, Air Design Concepts, said that the people who perform the calculations need to take volume into 
consideration. Without the volume included, the blower door test will provide completely different calculations. 
Mr. de Carion agreed and added that there will have to be training available to the code officials to inform them 
of the importance of including the volume of the space in the blower door tests. 
 
Mr. Eric Jenison, Total Dynamic Balance, informed the committee that he performs blower door tests that way. 
His team verifies the area that that is being used because they found irregularities with given information, so they 
go through the process to verify the surface area themselves to provide consistency.  
 
Mr. Travers asked if it will be required to know if a spray foam installation will occur at plan review so that the 
energy team will be made aware of the additional area that will need to be included in the leakage test. 
 
Mr. de Carion said that there is nothing in the guidelines at this time. He would have to send a memo to the 
structural chiefs and inspectors about the issue, how to decipher the information and report it.  
 
Mr. Pete Quintela, Miami-Dade County Department of Regulations and Economic Resources, added that by 
showing the thermal envelope, the attic will be included. The thumbnails have to show the value on the energy 
calculations, and they usually show the type of material that is being used. 
 
Mr. Art Kamm, P.E., Kamm Consulting, said that it can be found on the architectural drawings too. 
 
Mr. de Carion clarified that when reading a blower door test, it is not required to place the volume on the plans. 
In his experience, some jurisdictions require the volume of the space for the blower door test on the plans, but it 
is not required in the code. Mr., de Carion believes that with education, code officials can be taught how to read 
the reports carefully and correctly. 
 
Mr. Volin added that the companies that perform blower door testing should be made aware of the same 
educational information that is given to the code officials. 
 
Mr. de Carion agreed and said that it is now very wells known throughout the industry. 
 
NO MOTION. 
 
 
Item 1d: #10193-R402.4.1.2 Testing 
 
Mr. de Carion shared the proposed changes for the R402.4.1.2 Testing section. The change that the dwelling units 
with an air leakage rate less than three shall be provided. The section also directs the reader to section M1507.3 
of the Florida Building Code, Residential for reference. 
 
NO MOTION. 
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Item 2: BORA Commercial Energy Guidelines 
 
Mr. de Carion shared the current draft of the BORA Commercial Energy Guidelines. The purpose of the 
guidelines is top aid the plan reviewers and inspectors in determining what disciplines enforces which section of 
the energy code. Mr. de Carion went on to say that there is a reoccurring misconception that the energy code is 
not significant and only the mechanical trades need to pay attention to the energy calculations. In actuality, the 
energy code is the responsibility of the mechanical, structural, electrical and plumbing disciplines.  
 
Referencing, Appendix A, Mr. Travers asked if the engineer on record will be expected to perform photometrics 
to determine the lumens at the walking level. Mr. de Carion clarified that it doesn’t have anything to do with the 
lumens. The exterior lighting compliance has to do with the watts per square foot. 
 
Mr. de Carion mentioned that there are a number of ASHRAE code sections listed in the guidelines document. 
He also reminded the committee that the Broward County Board of Rules and Appeals provided copies of 
ASHRAE to 90.1 to the building departments throughout Broward County.  
 
Mr. Quintela noted that the ASHRAE standards can be accessed for free online as well. 
 
Mr. de Carion continued to read through the BORA Structural Checklist and the group provided different 
perspectives about the current draft. 
 
Mr. de Carion shared what a proper compliance report should look like. The input report and compliance report 
must match before being submitted to the building department. 
 
NO MOTION. 
 
 
Chair Rice told the committee members and guests to send questions and comments about the current Energy 
Guidelines draft to Mr. de Carion. Chair Rice said that he intends to schedule the next Energy Conservation 
Committee meeting in four weeks. 
 
Mr. Travers said that he would like to discuss cool roofs at the next meeting. Chair Rice made a note to Mr. de 
Carion to include the subject on the next agenda. 
 
 
Adjournment 
Having no further business to go before the Committee, the meeting adjourned at 3:36 PM. 
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BORA Energy Conservation Committee Meeting – May 16, 2022 

Item 1: BORA Commercial Energy Guidelines Schedule 
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Commercial Energy Guidelines Provisions Schedule 

May 16, 2022 
 
 
 
 
 
May  Structural 
 
June  Mechanical 
 
July  Mechanical 
 
August Electrical 
 
September Electrical 
 
October Plumbing 
 
November Review of all Disciplines 
 
December Submit to the Board for approval 
 
January Publish to the public 
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BORA Energy Conservation Committee Meeting – May 16, 2022 

Item 2: Energy Code Modifications for TAC Committee Meeting in 
Lake Mary, Florida 
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Overview 

To obtain uniform energy code enforcement in commercial buildings in Broward County, the Energy Conservation 
Committee has developed guidelines to aid jurisdictions in determining which discipline specific code official enforces 
certain sections of the 2020 Florida Building Code Energy Conservation.  

The following code sections regarding enforcement duties are as stated: 

R103.3 & C103.3 Examination of documents.  
The code official shall examine or cause to be examined the accompanying construction documents and shall 
ascertain whether the construction indicated and described is in accordance with the requirements of this code 
and other pertinent laws or ordinances.  

 
R103.3.1 & C103.3.1 Approval of construction documents. 
When the code official issues a permit where construction documents are required, the construction documents shall be 
endorsed in writing and stamped “Reviewed for Code Compliance.” 
 
R104.1 & C104.1 General 
Construction or work for which a permit is required shall be subject to inspection by the code official or his or her 
designated agent, and such construction or work shall remain accessible and exposed for inspection purposes until 
approved. 
 
Basis for the Guidelines: 

The Florida Building Code Seventh Edition (2020) Energy Conservation for new and existing buildings has designated that 
the code official is responsible for both the construction document approval and construction inspection approval. 

Unfortunately, the Florida Building Code Energy Conservation administrative chapters do not designate which discipline-
specific code official will review compliance documents and building plans and inspect specific items for code 
compliance found in the Energy Conservation Code. 

The “building official” or “code official” for energy code purposes shall be defined as: “The officer or other designated 
authority having jurisdiction charged with the administration and enforcement of this standard or a duly authorized 
representative.”  

Broward County is unique in that we have individual certified plan review and inspection personnel for each discipline 
and that a multi-discipline code official is not the norm. Subsequently, uniformity has been lacking in the enforcement of 
the energy code which created confusion by code officials over which specific disciplines will enforce certain provisions 
of the code.  

This guide can be used as a tool for the Building Official to determine which discipline-specific code official will review 
and inspect specific sections of the Energy Code for code compliance to address those issues. This guide shall not 
prevent any certified code official from issuing a correction notice for any Energy Code deficiency found in another 
discipline if they notify the Chief inspector of that discipline of the correction notice.  

 

***This is a minimum checklist. The local AHJ may have additional checklist items. *** 
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BORA ENERGY GUIDELINES 
Building Code Administrators Checklist 

 
Plan Review  Code Section 
☐   1. The building official shall appoint a code official to verify that all disciplines have reviewed  C103.3               
 the plans and the code compliance report for energy code compliance. This code official C103.3.1            
 shall sign the code compliance report stating that the plans have been reviewed by all FS. 553.908       
 disciplines and the plans will be inspected according to the FECC. The building department  *4.2.2                 
 may use “Appendix B” as a compliance tool.  
☐   2. The building official shall ascertain the commercial energy compliance pathway chosen by  C401.2               
  the designer and the energy credits taken upon application for permit. The “BORA Energy  *4.2.1.1              
 Compliance Pathway Form” found in “Appendix A” may be used for compliance.                              
☐   3. The building official shall provide all plan reviewers access to “ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2016” C401.2 #1           
 if the designer chooses the ASHRAE 90.1 pathway for code compliance. Code references                              
 with an *asterisk correspond with like code references in ASHRAE 90.1-2016.                              
 
Certificate of Occupancy  Code Section 
☐   1. Buildings which require commissioning according to section C408.2 shall not be considered C408.2.4            
 acceptable for final inspection pursuant to Section C104.3 until the code official has received *4.2.5                 
 a letter of transmittal from the building owner acknowledging that the building owner or  *4.2.5.1             
 owner’s authorized agent has received the preliminary commissioning report.” “The code C408.2.4.1         
 official may require a review of the preliminary commissioning report before final inspection C408.2.4.2          
 to identify deficiencies found during testing that violate the code.                             
☐   2. Construction documents shall specify that documents required by Section C408 be provided C408.3.2             
 to the building owner or owner’s authorized agent within 90 days of the date of receipt of C408.2.5              
 the certificate of occupancy. *4.2.2.3              
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BORA ENERGY GUIDELINES 
BORA Structural Checklist 

 
Plan Review (General) Code Section 
☐   1. Existing buildings shall be classified as exempt, except those buildings defined as “renovated  C101.4.2          
 buildings”, in which the total work exceeds 30% of the value of structure. Buildings which *4.2.1.3           
 have a change of occupancy type or unconditioned buildings to which comfort cooling is *4.4.1.5           
 added are not exempt. Buildings specified in Sections C101.4.2.1 thru C101.4.2.4 are exempt.                           
☐   2. An existing building or portion thereof shall not be altered to become less energy efficient. EBC701.2         
☐   3. The designer of record shall provide a complete energy compliance report (Energy Calc’s) C101.5.1           
 from specific computer software approved by the Florida Building Commission and show *4.2.2               
 “Pass” for the thermal envelope, interior lighting, exterior lighting, mechanical and plumbing.                           
☐   4. The input data report from the approved software shall be generated simultaneously. C407.4.2.2      
 with the compliance report to verify each entry into the software. *4.2.2               
☐   5. The code official shall have the authority to approve a permit for part of the entire energy  C103.3.3          
 conservation system (such as a shell permit). Adequate information and detailed statements *4.2.2               
 listing all code requirements must be submitted with this permit. The permit holder shall                            
 proceed at their own risk without assurance that the permit to complete will be granted.                           
 All spaces inside buildings shall be considered as “conditioned spaces” at time of construction *5.1.2.3           
 regardless of equipment installed unless approved by building official.                           
☐   6. The designer of record shall specify the compliance pathways. “Appendix A” may C103.2             
 be utilized. *4.2.1               
☐   7. The design professional responsible for the design of the building “thermal envelope/shell” C103.1.1.1.2    
  shall certify compliance with the code by signing the energy code compliance form.                           
☐   10. The plans shall show in detail all the pertinent energy data and features of the building C103.2              
 including but not limited to:  *4.2.2.1           

a) Insulation materials and their R-values *5.4.1               
b) Fenestration U-factor, solar heat gain coefficient, (SHGC) and visible transmittance (VT) 

shall be shown. “Appendix C” may be used for compliance. *5.4.2                
c) Air leakage sealing details *5.4.3               

☐   11. The entire building thermal envelope shall be designed and constructed with a continuous  C402.5.1           
 air barrier and shall be clearly identified on the construction documents. *5.4.3                
☐   12. The U-factor, SHGC, VT, and air leakage rate for all manufactured fenestration products C303.1.3           
 shall be determined by an accredited, independent laboratory and certified and labeled by   *5.4.2              
 the manufacturer or given default values in the tables.  “See Appendix C”                           
☐   13. Roof insulation (as part of the envelope) shall not be located on a suspended ceiling with  C402.2.3           
 removable ceiling panels. (Insulation installed for sound and not part of envelope is allowed.) *5.8.1.8             
☐   14. Where unsealed or vented cavities occur over conditioned spaces, the ceiling shall be  C402.5.9           
 considered the pressure envelope of the building. Ceilings with drywall may be an air barrier  C202                  
 but dropped acoustical tile ceilings (T-bar) may not. (See air barrier definition)  *5.4.3                
☐   15. Blown or loose fill insulation shall not be used in attic roof (ceiling slope) spaces in slopes  *5.8.1.3            
 greater than three in twelve. Baffling of eave vents are required to deflect incoming air. *5.8.1.4            
☐   16. Weatherseals shall be installed on all loading dock/cargo doors for separating C402.5.4            
 conditioned space from unconditioned space. “See Table C402.5.2” C402.5.6            
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BORA ENERGY GUIDELINES 
BORA Structural Checklist 

 
Plan Review (Prescriptive) Code Section 
☐   1. “Cool Roofs” Low-sloped roofs directly above cooled conditioned spaces in C402.3              
 Climate Zones 1a shall have a minimum three-year solar reflectance of .55 and thermal *5.5.3.1.1         
 emittance of 0.75 or a three-year solar-reflectance index (SRI) of 64.                             
☐   2. The maximum U-factor and solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) for fenestration shall be as  C402.4              
 specified in Table C402.4. The Projection Factors (Overhangs) shall be calculated. *Table 5.5-1     
☐   3. The vertical fenestration area shall not be greater than 30% of the gross above grade wall.  C402.4.1            
 area. Vertical fenestration may be increased to 40% per requirements of C402.4.1.1 *5.5.4.2            
☐   4. Maximum skylight areas shall be 3% of the gross roof area and can increase to 6% when  C402.4.1           
 daylight responsive controls are provided in daylight zones that are under skylights that C402.4.1.2.       
 comply with C405.2.3.1 *5.5.4.2.2         
☐   5. Minimum skylight areas shall apply to specified conditioned and unconditioned spaces  C402.4.2           
 greater than 2500 sq. ft. when ceiling heights are greater than 15ft. (See exceptions) *5.5.4.2.           
☐   6. Skylight curbs shall be insulated to the level of roofs with insulation above deck or R-5  C402.2.2           
 except when tested per NFRC 100 *5.5.3.1             
☐   7. The minimum R-value of the insulating material installed either between the roof framing C402.2.2            
 or continuously on the roof assembly shall be as specified in Table C402.1.3 *5.5.3.1             
☐   8. Opaque doors shall meet the thermal requirements specified in the tables.              *5.5.3.6 or C402.4.5            
☐   9. Plans, specifications, and /or calculations provide all information with which compliance  C406                   
 can be determined for the mandatory selection of one (1) of the efficiency package options.                             
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Plan Review (Performance) Code Section 
☐   1. The roof or ceiling that functions as the thermal envelope shall be insulated to at least R-10. C407.2.1           
 Multifamily Residential roof/ceilings shall be insulated to a minimum of R-19 space permitting                            
☐   2. Building types and thermal blocks shall be accurately identified on the compliance report  C407.5.2           
 and shall not be combined unless they share the same features. The code official shall be C405.3.2 (1)     
 permitted to require thermal zone diagrams consisting of floor plans showing each zone. C407.4.2.1       
☐   3. Multifamily residential spaces (dwelling unit) may be combined into one thermal block if  C407.5.2.3        
 they share the same orientation, wall, roof and floor loads that share the same features. *App.G3.1(9)  
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Rough Inspection Code Section 
☐   1. Insulation shall be installed to manufacturers recommendations in a manner as to achieve C303.2              
 the rated R-value. Insulation shall be labeled with R-value or a certificate providing R-value  *5.8.1.2            
 shall be provided. 
☐   2. A label shall be affixed to the window showing the tested U-Value, SHGC, and VT. Products C104.2.2            
 lacking such a label shall be given the default values in tables C303.1.3. Installed vertical C303.1.3            
 fenestration values shall be consistent with the specifications submitted with the plans. *5.9.1.4             
☐   3. The entire building thermal envelope shall be constructed with a continuous air barrier. C402.5.1            
__________________________________________________________________________________*5.9.1_______ 
Final  Inspection Code Section 
☐   1. The building envelope components and assemblies shall be inspected for air leakage. When  C402.5              
 testing is specified, an independent third party shall test air leakage to <=0.40 cfm/ft2. *5.4.3.1.3        
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BORA ENERGY GUIDELINES 
BORA Mechanical Checklist 

 
Plan Review (General) Code Section 
☐   1. Existing buildings shall be classified as exempt, except those buildings defined as “renovated  C101.4.2          
 buildings”, in which the total work exceeds 30% of the value of structure. Buildings which *4.2.1.3           
 have a change of occupancy type or unconditioned buildings to which comfort cooling is *4.1.1.5           
 added are not exempt. Buildings specified in Sections C101.4.2.1 thru C101.4.2.4 are exempt.                           
☐   2. An existing building or portion thereof shall not be altered to become less energy efficient. EBC701.2         
☐   3. The designer of record shall provide a complete energy compliance report from specific     C101.5.1           
 computer software approved by the Florida Building Commission and show “Pass” for . *4.2.2               
 envelope, interior lighting, exterior lighting, mechanical and plumbing. 
☐   4. The input data report from the approved software shall be generated simultaneously. C407.4.2.2      
 with the compliance report to verify each entry into the software. *4.2.2               
☐   5. The code official shall have the authority to approve a permit for part of the entire energy  C103.3.3          
 conservation system (such as a shell permit). Adequate information and detailed statements *4.2.2               
 listing all code requirements must be submitted with this permit. The permit holder shall                            
 proceed at their own risk without assurance that the permit to complete will be granted.                           
 All spaces inside buildings shall be considered as “conditioned spaces” at time of construction *5.1.2.3           
 regardless of equipment installed unless approved by building official.                           
☐   6. The design professional responsible under Florida law for the design of the mechanical  C103.1.1.1.2    
 systems shall certify compliance with the code by signing the energy code compliance form.                           
☐   7. The plans shall show in detail all the pertinent energy data and features of the mechanical C103.2              
 systems and equipment. Details shall include but not limited to:  *4.2.1               

a) Mechanical system design criteria *4.2.2              
b) Mechanical system and equipment types, sizes and efficiencies                          
c) Economizer description                           
d) Equipment and system controls                            
e) Fan motor horsepower (hp) and controls                            
f) Duct sealing, duct and pipe insulation and location                            

☐   8. Design heating and cooling loads shall be in accordance with ANSI/ASHRAE/ACCA Std. 183 C403.2.1           
 or ACCA Manual N or an approved equivalent and shall be attached to the compliance  *6.4.2.1            
 form. A signed and sealed summary sheet designed by a registered engineer may be                             
 submitted in lieu of the complete calculation but must show the required information.                          . 
☐   9. The output capacity of the cooling and heating equipment shall not be greater than the  C403.2.2            
 loads calculated. Standby/Backup equipment and duplicate sequenced systems are exempt.                              
☐   10. HVAC equipment shall meet the minimum efficiency requirements in Tables C403.2.3 and C403.2.3            
 shall be verified through certification by an approved program or equivalent. *6.4.1                 
☐   11. Specific HVAC system controls shall be provided for temperature, setpoint overlap,  C403.2.4            
 off hour controls, shutoff dampers, fan control, economizers, VAV systems. *6.4.3                 
☐   12. AMCA-500D tested, labeled, and approved motorized or gravity shutoff dampers  *C403.2.4.3       
 shall be provided on outdoor air intakes and exhaust openings. *6.4.3.4.2          
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BORA ENERGY GUIDELINES 
BORA Mechanical Checklist 

 
Plan Review (General Cont.) Code Section 
☐   1.                
           
                             
☐   2.                
       
☐   3.              
              
☐   4.             
         
           
☐   5.             
             
☐   6.             
               
☐   7.              
               
☐   8.              
☐   9.                      
 .                             
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Plan Review (Performance) Code Section 
☐   1. .            
                             
☐   2.              
       
 .        
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Rough Inspection Code Section 
☐   1.                
               
                           . 
☐   2.              
           
            
☐   3.              
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Final  Inspection Code Section 
☐   1.                 
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APPENDIX A 
PROJECT ADDRESS   ____________________________________________________   PERMIT NUMBER   ______________________ 
 
TYPE OF CONST.   ☐ NEW CONST.   ☐ *ADDITION   ☐ *RENOVATED BLDG.   ☐ *CHANGE OF OCCUPANCY                                   
*Additions, alterations, repairs, and changes in occupancy to existing buildings shall comply with Chapter 5                             

Florida Energy Conservation Code Compliance Options Code Section    
Select One pathway below: C401.2                
☐   Option 1) ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1 excluding Section 9.4.1(g), 8.4.2, & 8.4.3 (2016 Version) C401.2 #1          
☐   Option 2) Prescriptive Method complying with Sections C402 thru C406 & C408.  C401.2 #2          
 Tenant spaces shall also comply with C406.1.1                              
☐   Option 3) Performance Method complying with Section C407 and the mandatory  C401.2 #3          
 provisions listed in C407.2 including C402.5, C403.2, C404, C405.2, C405.4, C405.5, and C408.                             
                              

Option #1 ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1 (2016 Version) Code Section     
Select One pathway below: 4.2.1                    
☐   1) *Prescriptive Method complying with Section 5 thru Section 9 4.2.1.1a              
☐   2) Energy Cost Budget Method complying with Section 11 4.2.1.1b              
☐   3) Performance Rating Method complying with Appendix G 4.2.1.1c               
*Envelope Path    ☐   1)   Prescriptive Building Envelope Option  ☐   2) Building Envelope Trade-Off Option 5.2.1 a or b         

Option #2 Prescriptive Method Code Section      
Select One from each section below:                               
Envelope    Select One C402.1 #1            
☐   1. Insulation Component R-Value method. (Table C402.1.3) C402.1.3              
☐   2. Assembly U-Factor, C-Factor, or F factor-based method (Table C402.1.4) C402.1.4              
☐   3. Component performance alternative in leu of Table C402.1.4 above. C402.1.5              
Mandatory Lighting Controls    Select One  C405.2                  
☐   1. Lighting Controls per C405.2.1 through C405.2.6 C405.2 #1             
☐   2. Luminaire Level Lighting Controls and compliance with C405.2.1; C405.2.4 and C405.2.5 C405.2 #2             
Interior Power Lighting Allowance   Select One C405.3.2               
☐   1. Building Area Method per C405.3.2.1  ☐   2. Space by Space Method per C405.3.2.2                                
Exterior Lighting Zone Area Type    Select One C405.4.2                
☐  #1 Park & Rural  ☐  #2 Residential   ☐  #3 Other than 1, 2, 4   ☐  #4 High Activity Commercial                                
Efficiency Package   Select One C406.1                  
☐   More efficient HVAC performance C406.2                  
☐   Reduced lighting power density C406.3                  
☐   Enhanced digital lighting controls C406.4                  
☐   Onsite renewable energy C406.5                  
☐   Dedicated outdoor air system C406.6                  
☐   Reduced energy use in service water heating  C406.7                  
                                 

Option #3 Performance Method* Code Section        
Mandatory Lighting Controls    Select One  C405.2                   
☐   1. Lighting Controls per C405.2.1 through C405.2.6 C405.2 #1              
☐   2. Luminaire Level Lighting Controls and compliance with C405.2.1; C405.2.4 and C405.2.5 C405.2 #2              
Optional Credits  C407.5.2.4             
☐   Vegetative Roofs C407.5.2.4.1          
☐   Enthalpy Recovery Ventilation C407.5.2.4.2          
*The building energy cost shall be equal to or less than 85% of the standard reference design of the building.                                 
 

DESIGN PROFESSIONAL  NAME _____________________________________________________ 
SIGNATURE   _____________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX B 
 

COMMERCIAL ENERGY CODE COMPLIANCE REVIEW FORM 

 
PERMIT # ____________ ADDRESS _________________________ 

 

 

A review of the plans and specifications covered by this compliance report indicates compliance with the 
__________Florida Energy Conservation Code. 

 
 
 

DISCIPLINE NAME SIGNATURE DATE 

 
STRUCTURAL 

   

 
MECHANICAL 

   

 
PLUMBING 

   

 
ELECTRICAL 
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APPENDIX C 
 

Commercial Fenestration Product Rating Submittal Form 

 
In accordance with  of the Florida Energy Conservation Code C303.1.3, this form can be used as a tool for the submittal 
process to document the proposed energy product rating for windows, doors, and skylights. 

 

Recommended for Review: 

o Copy of the approved input report report from the Energy Calculations  showing each fenestration 
design rating (U-value, SHGC and VT) for all fenestration in the entire building. 

o A list of the NFRC “Certified Product Directory” number of each window showing the U-Value, SHGC 
and VT on the attached form. These numbers may be found on the NFRC website: 
https://search.nfrc.org/search/searchDefault.aspx 

Notes:  
• Products not listed in the NFRC directory shall be tested by an accredited, independent laboratory in 

accordance with FECC C303.1.3.  Products not tested and lacking certification and labeling shall be 
assigned a default rating from the energy tables.  

• Products submitted that do not match the approved Energy Calculations shall require a revised energy 
compliance report or window submittal per FECC C103.4 

 

 

Window 
# 

*NFRC Directory 
Number 

Description U-Value SHGC VT 

1      

2      

3      

4      

5      

6      

7      

8      

9      

10      

11      
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Window 
# 

*NFRC Directory 
Number 

Description U-Value SHGC VT 

12      

13      

14      

15      

16      

17      

18      

19      

20      

21      

22      

23      

24      

25      

26      

27      

28      

29      

30      

31      

31      

33      

34      

35      

36      

37      

38      

 
*Products not certified by NFRC must submit “Thermal Simulation Report” or use “Default Table” below.  
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APPENDIX D 
 
 
 
 

TABLE C303.1.3(1) 
DEFAULT GLAZED FENESTRATION U-FACTORS 

FRAME TYPE SINGLE 
PANE 

DOUBLE 
PANE 

SKYLIGHT 
SINGLE DOUBLE 

Metal 1.20 0.80 2.00 1.30 
Metal with Thermal Break 1.10 0.65 1.90 1.10 
Nonmetal or Metal Clad 0.95 0.55 1.75 1.05 
Glazed Block 0.60 

 

TABLE C303.1.3.(2) 
DEFAULT OPAQUE DOOR U-FACTORS 

DOOR TYPE U-FACTOR 
Uninsulated Metal 1.20 
Insulated Metal (Rolling) 0.90 
Insulated Metal (Other) 0.60 
Wood (Other 0.50 
Insulated, nonmetal edge, max 45% glazing. 
Any glazing double pane 

0.35 

 
TABLE C303.1.3 (3) 

DEFAULT WINDOW, GLASS DOOR, AND 
SKYLIGHT SHGC AND VT 

 
  SINGLE GLAZED DOUBLE GLAZED GLAZED 

BLOCK CLEAR TINTED CLEAR TINTED 
SHGC .08 .07 .07 .06 .06 

VT .06 .03 .06 .03 .06 
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	P
	  
	BROWARD COUNTY  
	BOARD OF RULES AND APPEALS 
	1 N. University Drive, Suite 3500B, Plantation, FL 33324 
	P: 954-765-4500 │ F: 954-765-4504 │ broward.org/CodeAppeals 
	 
	 
	 
	MEETING OF THE ENERGY CONSERVATION COMMITTEE 
	 
	Minutes 
	April 18, 2022 
	 
	Call to Order: 
	 
	Chair David Rice, P.E., R.C. Engineering, Inc., called a published meeting of the Broward County Board of Rules and Appeals Energy Conservation Committee to order at 1:31 PM. 
	 
	The roll was called, and the following members were present: 
	 
	Present: 
	 
	Mike Charnin 
	Tim Fallon 
	Wyatt T. Haygood 
	Eric Jenison 
	Art Kamm, P.E. 
	Carlton Kirby 
	Brian Lomel, P.E. 
	David Rice, P.E. 
	John Travers 
	Bob Volin 
	Abbas Zackria, CSI 
	 
	Staff: Timothy de Carion, Chief Energy Code Compliance Officer 
	 
	Mr. Kamm, Mr. Lomel and Mr. Zackria arrived shortly after the roll was called. 
	 
	Chair Rice introduced the newest member of the Energy Conservation Committee, Mr. Carlton Kirby, Broward County Environmental Protection and Growth Management Division, Resilient Environment Department. Mr. Kirby shared what his department does with the committee. 
	 
	Chair Rice reminded the group that the Energy Conservation Committee cannot make changes to the code. The guidelines are intended to assist in how to interpret the code to aid in uniform code compliance throughout Broward County.  
	 
	A MOTION WAS MADE BY MR. VOLIN AND SECONDED BY MR. TRAVERS TO APPROVE THE DECEMBER 14, 2021, ENERGY CONSERVATION COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES. THE MOTION PASSED BY UNANIMOUS VOTE. 
	 
	Chair Rice explained that if anyone ever has any questions, they should be sent to the Broward County Board of Rules and Appeals staff contact, Mr. Timothy de Carion, Chief Energy Code Compliance Officer, Broward County Board of Rules and Appeals.  
	Item 1: Energy Code Mod. Update 
	 
	Mr. de Carion shared four items that he sent to the Department of Business and Professional Regulation with the committee. Modifications were sent to clarify what the existing code stated, not to change the code.  
	 
	NO MOTION. 
	 
	 
	Item 1a: #9845-C402.5 Air Leakage 
	 
	Mr. de Carion noted that this section was previously in the code as Section 405.5.9. To avoid the International Code Council (ICC) removing the section, Mr. de Carion recommended that it be moved to the mandatory section of the code. The section pertains to scenarios when a building cavity is above a drop ceiling. When a drop ceiling is in a commercial building, the area above the drop ceiling is vented to the outdoors. Without a complete seal, problems arise in such a humid environment.  
	 
	Mr. Wyatt T. Haygood, City of Parkland, asked Mr. de Carion why he decided to renumber the modification. Mr. de Carion responded that he renumbered the section because under the first review process, the section was removed from the code and reassigned the number to a new code section. Mr. Haygood agreed that this code section included important information that should remain in the code. 
	 
	NO MOTION. 
	 
	 
	Item 1b: #9972-C405.1 Lighting 
	 
	Mr. de Carion explained that the next modification was based around the requirement that lighting installed in walk-in coolers and freezers had to comply with the lighting requirements of C403.2.14. In the current energy code, there are no lighting requirements. Before the modification, readers were sent to a section of the code for nonexistent information.  
	 
	The section was not approved on the State level, so Mr. de Carion recommended that the lighting section that was being referred to be added back into the code. This section provides the option to install high efficiency lighting or a motion detector in a walk-in cooler.  
	 
	Mr. Bernardo Cardenal, Rocamar Engineering, asked how many watts per square feet will be installed in coolers and freezers. Mr. de Carion stated that that information is included in a different section of the code. 
	 
	Mr. John Travers, City of Fort Lauderdale, mentioned that when illumination is discussed, everyone should reteach themselves to speak about the lumens since the energy codes oversee efficacy specifically. Also, to not consider the brightness of the bulb as compared to the watts that it uses. Mr. de Carion agreed. 
	 
	NO MOTION. 
	 
	 
	Item 1c: #10151-R402.4.1.2 – #7: Testing Procedures 
	 
	Mr. de Carion was shared that this section was brought to his attention by Mr. Mikel Abbott, Mikel Abbott Energy Calcs. There is a problem with sweating on duct work in attics, leading to mold issues. The problems tend to 
	occur in spray foam houses. Mr. de Carion shared that Mr. Abbott believes that a lot of the issues stem from failing to seal the attic cavity in a spray foam house. He added that after a blower test of a spray foam house, leaks were found in the spray foam in the attic cavity. The leaks lead to humidity infiltrating the space. Mr. de Carion looked into the code, and it states that the spray forum houses must be tested with the volume included.  
	 
	The modification added the verbiage to mirror the language in the standard and place it in the code. 
	 
	Mr. Bob Volin, Air Design Concepts, said that the people who perform the calculations need to take volume into consideration. Without the volume included, the blower door test will provide completely different calculations. Mr. de Carion agreed and added that there will have to be training available to the code officials to inform them of the importance of including the volume of the space in the blower door tests. 
	 
	Mr. Eric Jenison, Total Dynamic Balance, informed the committee that he performs blower door tests that way. His team verifies the area that that is being used because they found irregularities with given information, so they go through the process to verify the surface area themselves to provide consistency.  
	 
	Mr. Travers asked if it will be required to know if a spray foam installation will occur at plan review so that the energy team will be made aware of the additional area that will need to be included in the leakage test. 
	 
	Mr. de Carion said that there is nothing in the guidelines at this time. He would have to send a memo to the structural chiefs and inspectors about the issue, how to decipher the information and report it.  
	 
	Mr. Pete Quintela, Miami-Dade County Department of Regulations and Economic Resources, added that by showing the thermal envelope, the attic will be included. The thumbnails have to show the value on the energy calculations, and they usually show the type of material that is being used. 
	 
	Mr. Art Kamm, P.E., Kamm Consulting, said that it can be found on the architectural drawings too. 
	 
	Mr. de Carion clarified that when reading a blower door test, it is not required to place the volume on the plans. In his experience, some jurisdictions require the volume of the space for the blower door test on the plans, but it is not required in the code. Mr., de Carion believes that with education, code officials can be taught how to read the reports carefully and correctly. 
	 
	Mr. Volin added that the companies that perform blower door testing should be made aware of the same educational information that is given to the code officials. 
	 
	Mr. de Carion agreed and said that it is now very wells known throughout the industry. 
	 
	NO MOTION. 
	 
	 
	Item 1d: #10193-R402.4.1.2 Testing 
	 
	Mr. de Carion shared the proposed changes for the R402.4.1.2 Testing section. The change that the dwelling units with an air leakage rate less than three shall be provided. The section also directs the reader to section M1507.3 of the Florida Building Code, Residential for reference. 
	 
	NO MOTION. 
	 
	 
	Item 2: BORA Commercial Energy Guidelines 
	 
	Mr. de Carion shared the current draft of the BORA Commercial Energy Guidelines. The purpose of the guidelines is top aid the plan reviewers and inspectors in determining what disciplines enforces which section of the energy code. Mr. de Carion went on to say that there is a reoccurring misconception that the energy code is not significant and only the mechanical trades need to pay attention to the energy calculations. In actuality, the energy code is the responsibility of the mechanical, structural, electr
	 
	Referencing, Appendix A, Mr. Travers asked if the engineer on record will be expected to perform photometrics to determine the lumens at the walking level. Mr. de Carion clarified that it doesn’t have anything to do with the lumens. The exterior lighting compliance has to do with the watts per square foot. 
	 
	Mr. de Carion mentioned that there are a number of ASHRAE code sections listed in the guidelines document. He also reminded the committee that the Broward County Board of Rules and Appeals provided copies of ASHRAE to 90.1 to the building departments throughout Broward County.  
	 
	Mr. Quintela noted that the ASHRAE standards can be accessed for free online as well. 
	 
	Mr. de Carion continued to read through the BORA Structural Checklist and the group provided different perspectives about the current draft. 
	 
	Mr. de Carion shared what a proper compliance report should look like. The input report and compliance report must match before being submitted to the building department. 
	 
	NO MOTION. 
	 
	 
	Chair Rice told the committee members and guests to send questions and comments about the current Energy Guidelines draft to Mr. de Carion. Chair Rice said that he intends to schedule the next Energy Conservation Committee meeting in four weeks. 
	 
	Mr. Travers said that he would like to discuss cool roofs at the next meeting. Chair Rice made a note to Mr. de Carion to include the subject on the next agenda. 
	 
	 
	Adjournment 
	Having no further business to go before the Committee, the meeting adjourned at 3:36 PM. 
	Item 1: BORA Commercial Energy Guidelines Schedule 
	 
	  
	 
	Commercial Energy Guidelines Provisions Schedule 
	May 16, 2022 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	May  Structural 
	 
	June  Mechanical 
	 
	July  Mechanical 
	 
	August Electrical 
	 
	September Electrical 
	 
	October Plumbing 
	 
	November Review of all Disciplines 
	 
	December Submit to the Board for approval 
	 
	January Publish to the public 
	Item 2: Energy Code Modifications for TAC Committee Meeting in 
	Lake Mary, Florida 
	 
	  
	Item 3: BORA Commercial Energy Guidelines 
	 
	Broward County Board of Rules and Appeals 
	 
	Energy Conservation 
	Seventh Edition (2020) 
	BORA Commercial Energy Guidelines 
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	Overview 
	To obtain uniform energy code enforcement in commercial buildings in Broward County, the Energy Conservation Committee has developed guidelines to aid jurisdictions in determining which discipline specific code official enforces certain sections of the 2020 Florida Building Code Energy Conservation.  
	The following code sections regarding enforcement duties are as stated: 
	R103.3 & C103.3 Examination of documents.  
	The code official shall examine or cause to be examined the accompanying construction documents and shall ascertain whether the construction indicated and described is in accordance with the requirements of this code and other pertinent laws or ordinances.  
	 
	R103.3.1 & C103.3.1 Approval of construction documents. 
	When the code official issues a permit where construction documents are required, the construction documents shall be endorsed in writing and stamped “Reviewed for Code Compliance.” 
	 
	R104.1 & C104.1 General 
	Construction or work for which a permit is required shall be subject to inspection by the code official or his or her designated agent, and such construction or work shall remain accessible and exposed for inspection purposes until approved. 
	 
	Basis for the Guidelines: 
	The Florida Building Code Seventh Edition (2020) Energy Conservation for new and existing buildings has designated that the code official is responsible for both the construction document approval and construction inspection approval. 
	Unfortunately, the Florida Building Code Energy Conservation administrative chapters do not designate which discipline-specific code official will review compliance documents and building plans and inspect specific items for code compliance found in the Energy Conservation Code. 
	The “building official” or “code official” for energy code purposes shall be defined as: “The officer or other designated authority having jurisdiction charged with the administration and enforcement of this standard or a duly authorized representative.”  
	Broward County is unique in that we have individual certified plan review and inspection personnel for each discipline and that a multi-discipline code official is not the norm. Subsequently, uniformity has been lacking in the enforcement of the energy code which created confusion by code officials over which specific disciplines will enforce certain provisions of the code.  
	This guide can be used as a tool for the Building Official to determine which discipline-specific code official will review and inspect specific sections of the Energy Code for code compliance to address those issues. This guide shall not prevent any certified code official from issuing a correction notice for any Energy Code deficiency found in another discipline if they notify the Chief inspector of that discipline of the correction notice.  
	 
	***This is a minimum checklist. The local AHJ may have additional checklist items. *** 
	  
	BORA ENERGY GUIDELINES 
	Building Code Administrators Checklist 
	 
	Plan Review  Code Section 
	☐   1. The building official shall appoint a code official to verify that all disciplines have reviewed  C103.3               
	 the plans and the code compliance report for energy code compliance. This code official C103.3.1            
	 shall sign the code compliance report stating that the plans have been reviewed by all FS. 553.908       
	 disciplines and the plans will be inspected according to the FECC. The building department  *4.2.2                 
	 may use “Appendix B” as a compliance tool.  
	☐   2. The building official shall ascertain the commercial energy compliance pathway chosen by  C401.2               
	  the designer and the energy credits taken upon application for permit. The “BORA Energy  *4.2.1.1              
	 Compliance Pathway Form” found in “Appendix A” may be used for compliance.                              
	☐   3. The building official shall provide all plan reviewers access to “ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2016” C401.2 #1           
	 if the designer chooses the ASHRAE 90.1 pathway for code compliance. Code references                              
	 with an *asterisk correspond with like code references in ASHRAE 90.1-2016.                              
	 
	Certificate of Occupancy  Code Section 
	☐   1. Buildings which require commissioning according to section C408.2 shall not be considered C408.2.4            
	 acceptable for final inspection pursuant to Section C104.3 until the code official has received *4.2.5                 
	 a letter of transmittal from the building owner acknowledging that the building owner or  *4.2.5.1             
	 owner’s authorized agent has received the preliminary commissioning report.” “The code C408.2.4.1         
	 official may require a review of the preliminary commissioning report before final inspection C408.2.4.2          
	 to identify deficiencies found during testing that violate the code.                             
	☐   2. Construction documents shall specify that documents required by Section C408 be provided C408.3.2             
	 to the building owner or owner’s authorized agent within 90 days of the date of receipt of C408.2.5              
	 the certificate of occupancy. *4.2.2.3              
	   
	BORA ENERGY GUIDELINES 
	BORA Structural Checklist 
	 
	Plan Review (General) Code Section 
	☐   1. Existing buildings shall be classified as exempt, except those buildings defined as “renovated  C101.4.2          
	 buildings”, in which the total work exceeds 30% of the value of structure. Buildings which *4.2.1.3           
	 have a change of occupancy type or unconditioned buildings to which comfort cooling is *4.4.1.5           
	 added are not exempt. Buildings specified in Sections C101.4.2.1 thru C101.4.2.4 are exempt.                           
	☐   2. An existing building or portion thereof shall not be altered to become less energy efficient. EBC701.2         
	☐   3. The designer of record shall provide a complete energy compliance report (Energy Calc’s) C101.5.1           
	 from specific computer software approved by the Florida Building Commission and show *4.2.2               
	 “Pass” for the thermal envelope, interior lighting, exterior lighting, mechanical and plumbing.                           
	☐   4. The input data report from the approved software shall be generated simultaneously. C407.4.2.2      
	 with the compliance report to verify each entry into the software. *4.2.2               
	☐   5. The code official shall have the authority to approve a permit for part of the entire energy  C103.3.3          
	 conservation system (such as a shell permit). Adequate information and detailed statements *4.2.2               
	 listing all code requirements must be submitted with this permit. The permit holder shall                            
	 proceed at their own risk without assurance that the permit to complete will be granted.                           
	 All spaces inside buildings shall be considered as “conditioned spaces” at time of construction *5.1.2.3           
	 regardless of equipment installed unless approved by building official.                           
	☐   6. The designer of record shall specify the compliance pathways. “Appendix A” may C103.2             
	 be utilized. *4.2.1               
	☐   7. The design professional responsible for the design of the building “thermal envelope/shell” C103.1.1.1.2    
	  shall certify compliance with the code by signing the energy code compliance form.                           
	☐   10. The plans shall show in detail all the pertinent energy data and features of the building C103.2              
	 including but not limited to:  *4.2.2.1           
	shall be shown. “Appendix C” may be used for compliance. *5.4.2                
	☐   11. The entire building thermal envelope shall be designed and constructed with a continuous  C402.5.1           
	 air barrier and shall be clearly identified on the construction documents. *5.4.3                
	☐   12. The U-factor, SHGC, VT, and air leakage rate for all manufactured fenestration products C303.1.3           
	 shall be determined by an accredited, independent laboratory and certified and labeled by   *5.4.2              
	 the manufacturer or given default values in the tables.  “See Appendix C”                           
	☐   13. Roof insulation (as part of the envelope) shall not be located on a suspended ceiling with  C402.2.3           
	 removable ceiling panels. (Insulation installed for sound and not part of envelope is allowed.) *5.8.1.8             
	☐   14. Where unsealed or vented cavities occur over conditioned spaces, the ceiling shall be  C402.5.9           
	 considered the pressure envelope of the building. Ceilings with drywall may be an air barrier  C202                  
	 but dropped acoustical tile ceilings (T-bar) may not. (See air barrier definition)  *5.4.3                
	☐   15. Blown or loose fill insulation shall not be used in attic roof (ceiling slope) spaces in slopes  *5.8.1.3            
	 greater than three in twelve. Baffling of eave vents are required to deflect incoming air. *5.8.1.4            
	☐   16. Weatherseals shall be installed on all loading dock/cargo doors for separating C402.5.4            
	 conditioned space from unconditioned space. “See Table C402.5.2” C402.5.6            
	  
	BORA ENERGY GUIDELINES 
	BORA Structural Checklist 
	 
	Plan Review (Prescriptive) Code Section 
	☐   1. “Cool Roofs” Low-sloped roofs directly above cooled conditioned spaces in C402.3              
	 Climate Zones 1a shall have a minimum three-year solar reflectance of .55 and thermal *5.5.3.1.1         
	 emittance of 0.75 or a three-year solar-reflectance index (SRI) of 64.                             
	☐   2. The maximum U-factor and solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) for fenestration shall be as  C402.4              
	 specified in Table C402.4. The Projection Factors (Overhangs) shall be calculated. *Table 5.5-1     
	☐   3. The vertical fenestration area shall not be greater than 30% of the gross above grade wall.  C402.4.1            
	 area. Vertical fenestration may be increased to 40% per requirements of C402.4.1.1 *5.5.4.2            
	☐   4. Maximum skylight areas shall be 3% of the gross roof area and can increase to 6% when  C402.4.1           
	 daylight responsive controls are provided in daylight zones that are under skylights that C402.4.1.2.       
	 comply with C405.2.3.1 *5.5.4.2.2         
	☐   5. Minimum skylight areas shall apply to specified conditioned and unconditioned spaces  C402.4.2           
	 greater than 2500 sq. ft. when ceiling heights are greater than 15ft. (See exceptions) *5.5.4.2.           
	☐   6. Skylight curbs shall be insulated to the level of roofs with insulation above deck or R-5  C402.2.2           
	 except when tested per NFRC 100 *5.5.3.1             
	☐   7. The minimum R-value of the insulating material installed either between the roof framing C402.2.2            
	 or continuously on the roof assembly shall be as specified in Table C402.1.3 *5.5.3.1             
	☐   8. Opaque doors shall meet the thermal requirements specified in the tables.              *5.5.3.6 or C402.4.5            
	☐   9. Plans, specifications, and /or calculations provide all information with which compliance  C406                   
	 can be determined for the mandatory selection of one (1) of the efficiency package options.                             
	______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
	Plan Review (Performance) Code Section 
	☐   1. The roof or ceiling that functions as the thermal envelope shall be insulated to at least R-10. C407.2.1           
	 Multifamily Residential roof/ceilings shall be insulated to a minimum of R-19 space permitting                            
	☐   2. Building types and thermal blocks shall be accurately identified on the compliance report  C407.5.2           
	 and shall not be combined unless they share the same features. The code official shall be C405.3.2 (1)     
	 permitted to require thermal zone diagrams consisting of floor plans showing each zone. C407.4.2.1       
	☐   3. Multifamily residential spaces (dwelling unit) may be combined into one thermal block if  C407.5.2.3        
	 they share the same orientation, wall, roof and floor loads that share the same features. *App.G3.1(9)  
	______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
	Rough Inspection Code Section 
	☐   1. Insulation shall be installed to manufacturers recommendations in a manner as to achieve C303.2              
	 the rated R-value. Insulation shall be labeled with R-value or a certificate providing R-value  *5.8.1.2            
	 shall be provided. 
	☐   2. A label shall be affixed to the window showing the tested U-Value, SHGC, and VT. Products C104.2.2            
	 lacking such a label shall be given the default values in tables C303.1.3. Installed vertical C303.1.3            
	 fenestration values shall be consistent with the specifications submitted with the plans. *5.9.1.4             
	☐   3. The entire building thermal envelope shall be constructed with a continuous air barrier. C402.5.1            
	__________________________________________________________________________________*5.9.1_______ 
	Final  Inspection Code Section 
	☐   1. The building envelope components and assemblies shall be inspected for air leakage. When  C402.5              
	 testing is specified, an independent third party shall test air leakage to <=0.40 cfm/ft2. *5.4.3.1.3        
	BORA ENERGY GUIDELINES 
	BORA Mechanical Checklist 
	 
	Plan Review (General) Code Section 
	☐   1. Existing buildings shall be classified as exempt, except those buildings defined as “renovated  C101.4.2          
	 buildings”, in which the total work exceeds 30% of the value of structure. Buildings which *4.2.1.3           
	 have a change of occupancy type or unconditioned buildings to which comfort cooling is *4.1.1.5           
	 added are not exempt. Buildings specified in Sections C101.4.2.1 thru C101.4.2.4 are exempt.                           
	☐   2. An existing building or portion thereof shall not be altered to become less energy efficient. EBC701.2         
	☐   3. The designer of record shall provide a complete energy compliance report from specific     C101.5.1           
	 computer software approved by the Florida Building Commission and show “Pass” for . *4.2.2               
	 envelope, interior lighting, exterior lighting, mechanical and plumbing. 
	☐   4. The input data report from the approved software shall be generated simultaneously. C407.4.2.2      
	 with the compliance report to verify each entry into the software. *4.2.2               
	☐   5. The code official shall have the authority to approve a permit for part of the entire energy  C103.3.3          
	 conservation system (such as a shell permit). Adequate information and detailed statements *4.2.2               
	 listing all code requirements must be submitted with this permit. The permit holder shall                            
	 proceed at their own risk without assurance that the permit to complete will be granted.                           
	 All spaces inside buildings shall be considered as “conditioned spaces” at time of construction *5.1.2.3           
	 regardless of equipment installed unless approved by building official.                           
	☐   6. The design professional responsible under Florida law for the design of the mechanical  C103.1.1.1.2    
	 systems shall certify compliance with the code by signing the energy code compliance form.                           
	☐   7. The plans shall show in detail all the pertinent energy data and features of the mechanical C103.2              
	 systems and equipment. Details shall include but not limited to:  *4.2.1               
	☐   8. Design heating and cooling loads shall be in accordance with ANSI/ASHRAE/ACCA Std. 183 C403.2.1           
	 or ACCA Manual N or an approved equivalent and shall be attached to the compliance  *6.4.2.1            
	 form. A signed and sealed summary sheet designed by a registered engineer may be                             
	 submitted in lieu of the complete calculation but must show the required information.                          . 
	☐   9. The output capacity of the cooling and heating equipment shall not be greater than the  C403.2.2            
	 loads calculated. Standby/Backup equipment and duplicate sequenced systems are exempt.                              
	☐   10. HVAC equipment shall meet the minimum efficiency requirements in Tables C403.2.3 and C403.2.3            
	 shall be verified through certification by an approved program or equivalent. *6.4.1                 
	☐   11. Specific HVAC system controls shall be provided for temperature, setpoint overlap,  C403.2.4            
	 off hour controls, shutoff dampers, fan control, economizers, VAV systems. *6.4.3                 
	☐   12. AMCA-500D tested, labeled, and approved motorized or gravity shutoff dampers  *C403.2.4.3       
	 shall be provided on outdoor air intakes and exhaust openings. *6.4.3.4.2          
	  
	 
	BORA ENERGY GUIDELINES 
	BORA Mechanical Checklist 
	 
	Plan Review (General Cont.) Code Section 
	☐   1.                
	           
	                             
	☐   2.                
	       
	☐   3.              
	              
	☐   4.             
	         
	           
	☐   5.             
	             
	☐   6.             
	               
	☐   7.              
	               
	☐   8.              
	☐   9.                      
	 .                             
	______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
	Plan Review (Performance) Code Section 
	☐   1. .            
	                             
	☐   2.              
	       
	 .        
	______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
	Rough Inspection Code Section 
	☐   1.                
	               
	                           . 
	☐   2.              
	           
	            
	☐   3.              
	_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
	Final  Inspection Code Section 
	☐   1.                 
	          
	  
	APPENDIX A 
	PROJECT ADDRESS   ____________________________________________________   PERMIT NUMBER   ______________________ 
	 
	TYPE OF CONST.   ☐ NEW CONST.   ☐ *ADDITION   ☐ *RENOVATED BLDG.   ☐ *CHANGE OF OCCUPANCY                                   
	*Additions, alterations, repairs, and changes in occupancy to existing buildings shall comply with Chapter 5                             
	Florida Energy Conservation Code Compliance Options Code Section    
	Select One pathway below: C401.2                
	☐   Option 1) ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1 excluding Section 9.4.1(g), 8.4.2, & 8.4.3 (2016 Version) C401.2 #1          
	☐   Option 2) Prescriptive Method complying with Sections C402 thru C406 & C408.  C401.2 #2          
	 Tenant spaces shall also comply with C406.1.1                              
	☐   Option 3) Performance Method complying with Section C407 and the mandatory  C401.2 #3          
	 provisions listed in C407.2 including C402.5, C403.2, C404, C405.2, C405.4, C405.5, and C408.                             
	                              
	Option #1 ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1 (2016 Version) Code Section     
	Select One pathway below: 4.2.1                    
	☐   1) *Prescriptive Method complying with Section 5 thru Section 9 4.2.1.1a              
	☐   2) Energy Cost Budget Method complying with Section 11 4.2.1.1b              
	☐   3) Performance Rating Method complying with Appendix G 4.2.1.1c               
	*Envelope Path    ☐   1)   Prescriptive Building Envelope Option  ☐   2) Building Envelope Trade-Off Option 5.2.1 a or b         
	Option #2 Prescriptive Method Code Section      
	Select One from each section below:                               
	Envelope    Select One C402.1 #1            
	☐   1. Insulation Component R-Value method. (Table C402.1.3) C402.1.3              
	☐   2. Assembly U-Factor, C-Factor, or F factor-based method (Table C402.1.4) C402.1.4              
	☐   3. Component performance alternative in leu of Table C402.1.4 above. C402.1.5              
	Mandatory Lighting Controls    Select One  C405.2                  
	☐   1. Lighting Controls per C405.2.1 through C405.2.6 C405.2 #1             
	☐   2. Luminaire Level Lighting Controls and compliance with C405.2.1; C405.2.4 and C405.2.5 C405.2 #2             
	Interior Power Lighting Allowance   Select One C405.3.2               
	☐   1. Building Area Method per C405.3.2.1  ☐   2. Space by Space Method per C405.3.2.2                                
	Exterior Lighting Zone Area Type    Select One C405.4.2                
	☐  #1 Park & Rural  ☐  #2 Residential   ☐  #3 Other than 1, 2, 4   ☐  #4 High Activity Commercial                                
	Efficiency Package   Select One C406.1                  
	☐   More efficient HVAC performance C406.2                  
	☐   Reduced lighting power density C406.3                  
	☐   Enhanced digital lighting controls C406.4                  
	☐   Onsite renewable energy C406.5                  
	☐   Dedicated outdoor air system C406.6                  
	☐   Reduced energy use in service water heating  C406.7                  
	                                 
	Option #3 Performance Method* Code Section        
	Mandatory Lighting Controls    Select One  C405.2                   
	☐   1. Lighting Controls per C405.2.1 through C405.2.6 C405.2 #1              
	☐   2. Luminaire Level Lighting Controls and compliance with C405.2.1; C405.2.4 and C405.2.5 C405.2 #2              
	Optional Credits  C407.5.2.4             
	☐   Vegetative Roofs C407.5.2.4.1          
	☐   Enthalpy Recovery Ventilation C407.5.2.4.2          
	*The building energy cost shall be equal to or less than 85% of the standard reference design of the building.                                 
	 
	DESIGN PROFESSIONAL  NAME _____________________________________________________ 
	SIGNATURE   _____________________________________________________ 
	  
	 
	APPENDIX B 
	 
	COMMERCIAL ENERGY CODE COMPLIANCE REVIEW FORM 
	 
	PERMIT # ____________ ADDRESS _________________________ 
	 
	 
	A review of the plans and specifications covered by this compliance report indicates compliance with the __________Florida Energy Conservation Code. 
	 
	 
	 
	DISCIPLINE 
	NAME 
	SIGNATURE 
	DATE 
	 
	STRUCTURAL 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	MECHANICAL 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	PLUMBING 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	ELECTRICAL 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	  
	APPENDIX C 
	 
	Commercial Fenestration Product Rating Submittal Form 
	 
	In accordance with  of the Florida Energy Conservation Code C303.1.3, this form can be used as a tool for the submittal process to document the proposed energy product rating for windows, doors, and skylights. 
	 
	Recommended for Review: 
	Notes:  
	 
	 
	Window 
	# 
	*NFRC Directory Number 
	Description 
	U-Value 
	SHGC 
	VT 
	1 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	2 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	3 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	4 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	5 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	6 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	7 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	8 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	9 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	10 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	11 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Window # 
	*NFRC Directory Number 
	Description 
	U-Value 
	SHGC 
	VT 
	12 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	13 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	14 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	15 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	16 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	17 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	18 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	19 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	20 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	21 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	22 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	23 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	24 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	25 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	26 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	27 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	28 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	29 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	30 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	31 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	31 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	33 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	34 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	35 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	36 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	37 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	38 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	*Products not certified by NFRC must submit “Thermal Simulation Report” or use “Default Table” below.  
	APPENDIX D 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	TABLE C303.1.3(1) 
	DEFAULT GLAZED FENESTRATION U-FACTORS 
	FRAME TYPE 
	SINGLE PANE 
	DOUBLE PANE 
	SKYLIGHT 
	SINGLE 
	DOUBLE 
	Metal 
	1.20 
	0.80 
	2.00 
	1.30 
	Metal with Thermal Break 
	1.10 
	0.65 
	1.90 
	1.10 
	Nonmetal or Metal Clad 
	0.95 
	0.55 
	1.75 
	1.05 
	Glazed Block 
	0.60 
	 
	TABLE C303.1.3.(2) 
	DEFAULT OPAQUE DOOR U-FACTORS 
	DOOR TYPE 
	U-FACTOR 
	Uninsulated Metal 
	1.20 
	Insulated Metal (Rolling) 
	0.90 
	Insulated Metal (Other) 
	0.60 
	Wood (Other 
	0.50 
	Insulated, nonmetal edge, max 45% glazing. 
	Any glazing double pane 
	0.35 
	 
	TABLE C303.1.3 (3) 
	DEFAULT WINDOW, GLASS DOOR, AND 
	SKYLIGHT SHGC AND VT 
	 
	SINGLE GLAZED 
	DOUBLE GLAZED 
	GLAZED 
	BLOCK 
	CLEAR 
	TINTED 
	CLEAR 
	TINTED 
	SHGC 
	.08 
	.07 
	.07 
	.06 
	.06 
	VT 
	.06 
	.03 
	.06 
	.03 
	.06 
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